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CC This frees up

vendors to do the
thing they are really
good at- being
retailers.
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Cloud technology has
a silver lining

By Dimitri Sotiropou/os

Retailers can gain real ROI by utilising intuitive technical sys
tems that streamline boring but necessary back office activi
ties such as payroll and human resource management.

T

here is a pay-off for retailers
who embrace the cloud's
integrated technology plat
forms for HR and payroll activities
- their business grows.
That is the finding of experts
behind the latest technological inno
vations that help retailers with their
day-to-day procedures.
"The interesting thing for us
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as a business is that payroll and
timesheets are exceptionally boring,"
argued Jake Phillpot, co-founder
of time-and-attendance software
provider, Tanda. "They really are, and
they're not things that people love
to do day to day. So what is really
exciting about payroll at the moment
is that it's integrating with other tech
nologies and becoming automatic."

Based in the cloud, Tanda auto
mates rosters, does away with paper
timesheets, automates award inter
pretation and integrates with payroll
to provide an efficient, cost-saving
alternative.
"Payroll's working when you don't
hear payroll - when it's out of sight,
out of mind," Phillpot told Inside
Retail Magazine. "If you don't know

it's happening, it means it's working."
Tanda has noticed that more
and more businesses are moving
to cloud-based products, with the
streamlining helping to boost their
productivity. As cloud products can
be easily interconnected, the days
are numbered for expensive end-to
end inbuilt systems.
"Other time-and-attendance sys
tems can now connect data directly
with your accounting system, directly
with your payroll system, directly
with your point-of-sales system," said
Phillpot. "This frees up vendors to
do the thing they are really good at being retailers."
Being able to connect different
facets of business through inte
grated cloud-based systems repre
sents the future of payroll systems.
"Our data shows that businesses and
industries moving to cloud-based
products are experiencing growth.
They are employing more people
consistently month to month, and

CASE STUDY:

MonPurse

Customisable handbag and luxury leather goods start-up,
Mon Purse, has implemented Tanda as part of a move toward
using cloud-based technology to streamline procedures.
"With six more stores coming in the next few months,
thanks to our partnership with Myer, Tanda will be an
essential tool for us as it will scale effortlessly with our
business growth," explains Mon Purse COO, Andrew Shub.
"Tanda has revolutionised the w;y we manage and pay
the casual and part-time team at Mon Purse. The automatic
interpretation of the retail award was the deal-maker for us."

that's been true since we started as
a company."
Streamlining work How

Ensuring that payroll systems are
modernised with an easy-to-navigate
user interface is critical to stream
lining workflow, according to Fred
Van der Tang, GM of payroll systems
provider, Ascender.
This involves providing better data
that retail businesses actually use,
and helps fuel productivity across
their workforce.

"Cost compliance and occupa
tional health and safety is important
as well. By using integrated human
services resources, you can actually
stay on top of it and make sure your
people are paid correctly.
"That flows into better data and
makes it easier for users to make
decisions about the future. Our
customers extract data and link it
to their planning. This ensures they
have enough people at the right
time."
Cloud-based technology also

